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QUESTION 1

Kathy wants to override a dynamic content spot configuration to her custom theme. What will be the best way to achieve
this without using XMLAccess? 

A. Make the configuration change in the resource environment provider in the IBM WebSphere Integrated Solutions
Console. 

B. Download the theme. html file from WebDAV, make changes there, and upload it back to WebDAV. 

C. Set the theme metadata parameter key with the appropriate key/value pair in WebDAV. 

D. Enable the theme. custom.metadata attribute with the value true in the WebSphere Integrated Solutions Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

If you are accessing federated documents through the personalization editor, click
wp.federated.documents.pzn.vaultselection.enabled. To enable credential vaults slots, set the value to true, or, to
disable credential vault slots, set the value to 

false. By default, the value is true. 

If you are accessing federated documents through the rich text editor in Web Content Manager, click
wp.federated.documents.wcm.vaultselection.enabled. To enable credential vaults slots, set the value to true, or, to
disable credential vault 

slots, set the value to false. 

By default, the value is true. 

 

QUESTION 2

Matthew has developed a new system module to provide static JavaScript outside of the theme WAR. What is one
benefit of storing the files externally? 

A. External files are loaded first. 

B. External files are more secure. 

C. External files are compressed by default. 

D. External files are shared by multiple themes. 

Correct Answer: D 

he difference between a static website and a portal is that three kinds of HTML files exist: 

theme.html 

Defines the markup that is identical for all the pages that this theme is applied to. 

layout.html 
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Defines the decoration of the content area that can be different between pages. 

skin.html 

Defines the decoration of the individual portlets on the page. If the files used by the theme are not part of the theme
folder, and therefore not part of the theme structure, 

then those files are named external. External files are shared by multiple themes. 

 

QUESTION 3

John, an IBM WebSphere Portal developer, is writing a portlet to help support specialists with reproducing users\\'
issues. Which WebSphere Portal feature can John use to run his task? 

A. Personalization 

B. People Awareness 

C. User Impersonation 

D. User and Groups Management 

Correct Answer: C 

While impersonating the user use the "My Sites" menu in the dockbar to go to any of his sites Result: The impersonation
is lost, the site is accessed as the administrator user 

 

QUESTION 4

Rudy wants to delete a portal page by using the Controller service provider interface (SPI). 

He wrote the following code: 

final Locator locator = cmController.getLocator(); final ContentPage page = (ContentPage)
locator.findByllniqueName("MyPage"); 

cmcontroller.delete(page); 

How can he use this code to delete the page? 

A. This code alone will delete the page. 

B. There is not a delete method so this code is not valid. 

C. He needs to find the page by URL instead of UniqueName. 

D. He needs to commit the controller to persist the modification. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5
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Arthur needs to clean up cached user data from an object cache in IBM WebSphere Portal after the user\\'s session is
ended. 

Which areas are valid to place Arthur\\'s cleanup logic? (Choose two.) 

A. Implicit Login Filter Chain 

B. Explicit Login Filter Chain 

C. Implicit Logout Filter Chain 

D. Explicit Logout Filter Chain 

E. Session Validation Filter Chain 

Correct Answer: BE 
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